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lntroduction

What is a Village Design Statement?

Village Design Statements are intended to
provide guidance for any development
proposals and to inJluence the way the
planning system works locally. They
provide a way of ensuring that any new
developments are designed and locaied to
reflect local characteristics and qualities
that people value in their village and its
sunoundings. The Statements are
produced by the local community for use
by planners, developers and local Councils.

As things stand at present, local residents
may only hear about ProPosals for
development when the design is finished.
Alihough the Parish Council is asked by the
District Council for its views on planning
applications it may not get the opportunity
to offer as much positive input as it would
like - particularly on the design ol new
development;'how it looks'. Often, all that
local people can do is to react or protest.
0nce a Village Design Statement has been
prepared, the District Council knows, in
advance, ihe sort of things that are
acceptable to local communities.

' Throughout the Statement, "parish" refers to the
Parish ol Selborne delined by the Electoral Register

rather than the local government parish also
embracing oakhanger and Blackmoor.
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"a square piece of ground surrounded by houses,
and vulgarly called The Plestor".

Why produce one for Selborne?

The aim of the Design Statement is to
ensure that any future development and
change in the parish' is based on an
understanding of the area's past and
present. lt draws attention io what is
special about the buildings, open spaces
and settings of Selborne and its immediate
vicinity - and gives residents a say in the
future of their village, by producing
guidance on respecting these qualities.
Local character could easily be threatened
by unsympathetic develoPmeni.

The Statement therefore aims to raise
awareness of what is special about the
area and it gives parish residents a say in
the future of their village: by producing
guidance on respecting these qualities.

How has it been produced?

This Statement has been produced by
residents of the parish with the support 0f
Selborne Parish Council and of East
Hampshire District Council. lt is the result
of public consultation involving the whole
parish ai all stages including:

a number of public meetings and an
exhibition

an extensive questionnaire distributed to
each household

I involvement by local schoolchildren

I opportunity for each household to
comment on a draft version

I consultation with District Council
Planning Officers

The meetings and exhibitions were well
attended and the questionnaire survey had
an excellent response rate of over 50%,
indicating a high degree of interest in
the exercise.

I
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How will it work?

This Design Statement describes the
settlement of Selborne as it is today and
highlights the qualities that residents value.
It is intended to be a practical tool capable
of influencing decisions affecting design
and development in the parish. lt should
assist Selborne Parish Council and East
Hampshire District Council when
considering planning applications.

It has been lormally adopted as
Supplementary Planning Guidance by
East Hampshire District Gouncil.

People applying for planning permission in
the village will need t0 show that ihey have
complied with the guidance when drawing
up their proposals. Disregard of this
guidance could result in refusal of planning
permission.

Who is it for?

Change is brought about not only by new
buildings, but also by smaller day to day
alterations to homes and gardens, open
spaces, paths, walls and hedges which can
affect the look and feel of a whole village.

The Design Statement provides guidance
for anyone considering development in the
area. lt will be as valuable to individual
householders wishing to build extensions
or to put in new windows as it will be to
planners, developers and architects
considering new buildings. lt provides a
source of ideas for designers to work with
local building styles which have helped to
make Selborne what it is today.

ln summary, it is intended for:

local householders, businesses and
farmers

statutory bodies and providers of
services and utilities

local Councils

developers and builders

architects, designers, planners and
eng ineers

A copy has been provided to every
household in the parish.

What does it cover?

This Design Statemeni follows the
Countryside Agency recommended format
and contains sections on:

I The village context

I The character of the landscape setting

I Settlement pattern character

I Buildings and spaces within the
village

I Highways and traffic

Each section concludes with a number of
'Design Guidelines' for future development.
Taken together wiih the accompanying text,
these guidelines provide details of the
qualities which local people hold dear. lt is
hoped that this guidance will ensure that all
development is designed and located in
such a way as to reflect local
characteristics and to respect local values.

I
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The village context

Geographical & historic background

The parish of Selborne lies within the East
Hampshire Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AN0B). The village has its origins
as an agricultural community in Saxon
times and the oldest reference to ihe
village is in the Domesday Book.

One of the most celebrated villages in
England, Selborne owes its world-renown
to the lBth century curate, naturalisi and
chronicler Gilbert White, who was born in
the village, Iived there nearly all his life and
wrote the much acclaimed "The Natural
History and Antiquities of Selborne" which
has been translated rnto many languages.

So much has been written about the
history, geography, climate and natural
history of Selborne by its most famous
son and by many others, it is hardly
necessary to add anything here. Suffice to
say that Selborne and its setting in the
Hampshire countryside, is today much as
it was at the time 0f White's death at the
end of ihe 18ih century.

"The village stands in a sheltered spot,
secured by The Hanger from the strong
westerly winds. The air is soft, but rather
moist from the effluvia of so many trees;
yet perfectly healthy and free from agues.
The quantiu 0f rain that falls on it is very
considerable, as may be supplsed in s0
woody and mountainous a district.'
Gilbert White - "The Natural History and
Antiquities ol Selborne"

More recently, the importance of the village
and its adjoining countryside has been
recognised by the National Trust which has
acquired several important sites.

The village as it is today;the people,
economics and future prospects

Selborne's population is rather more than
d0uble the 313 recorded for The Street by
White lor 4th October 1 783, occupying
some 250 houses now as opposed to the
60 or so at that iime. Today's community
relies much less on agriculture. The
village's fame attracts tourists who are
imporiant to the local economy. The motor
car enables many to work away from the
village whilst lT allows others to work at
home. The community supports a primary
school, a village store and post office, two
pubs, a number of craft galleries, an
antique shop, village hall, recreation
ground with pavilion, a tea room, Gilbert
Whiie's House and the Oates Museum (The
Wakes), the Centre for Field Studies, the
Romany Folk Museum & Workshop and
numerous societies. The village
workhouse is no more, although the
original building and scene of the Selborne
riots of 1830 still exists, now converted
into residences.

Farming is still an important part of
Selborne life even though the village has
lost its two farms situated within the
settlement to housing development,
farming in the area still informs its
character. Tractors and combine-harvesters
make their way through the village slowing
traffic in The Street and using the narrow
lanes to access the fields. There is mixed
farming, with pasture for cattle and sheep,
grazing for horses, cereal crops,
vegetables, oil seed rape, flax and apple
orchards. There are celebrated herds of
South Devon, Guernsey and Friesian cattle.
There are highland cattle and also not just
a single black sheep in the family but a
whole flock, often pastured in the
woodlands and fields of National Trust
land. Diversification of farming in the wider
landscape seems to be happening and
perhaps holds out promise for a rural
economy in the future. lt is recorded that
grapes were grown on Strip Lynchetts at
Selborne in the 17th and 18th centuries, so
perhaps the vineyards will return, as has
already happened in a neighbouring parish.
Coppicing of woodland and the rearing of
game birds are well established throughout
the parish. Selborne bricks are still
produced locally even if malmstone is no
longer quarried.

Equitati0n and other traditional country
pursuits are followed widely within the
community. other sports and Ieisure
activities include walking, nature study,
cross-country cycling, motorbike
scrambling and the four-wheel drive
exploration of green lanes. Hot-air
ballooning in the area is popular and still
creates much interest in the village as it did
one fine 0ctober day in the eighteenth
century when Mr Blanchard was sighted in
his balloon and appeared to Mr White's
indefatigable eye "no bigger than a large
tea-u rn".

St Mary's Parish Church fr0m the south
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Sheep on the Punfle

High Street c 1905

High Street c 2002

Visitors to The Wakes



Kimbers an Alpine-like meadow Grazing Huckeis Mead
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Special considerations
that atfect development
pressures in the village

Many villagers, in iheir response to the
Village Design Statement Questionnaire,
strongly supported the need for affordable
housing for young families and first-time
buyers. Most preferred that this should be
within the curtilage of the existing
settlement boundary as defined under
EHDLP 2nd Review, as any erosion of the
surrounding countryside with building
development would create a precedent and
begin to undermine the special character ol
the village and its landscape setting.
However, in the event that no other option
is available, some support was given to
building affordable housing, but only
affordable h0using, outside the boundary.
Wiihin the A0NB ihe Planning Authority
already accepts that major new
developmeni is not appropriate. New
developmeni should be confined to small
numbers of new buildings on infill plots,
redevelopment, conversions and
extensions.

Design Guidelines

Any development should be within the
curtilage ol the seltlement boundary as
delined in the EHDLP 2nd Review. The
prelerred location lor allordable housing
would also be within the same boundary.

As per the Local Plan new development
to be reshicted to small numbers of new
buildings on inlill plots, redevelopment,
conversions and extensions only.

Mechanised leisure activilies should
whenever legally possible, be curtailed in
areas where they endanger walkers, llora
& fauna and damage the metalling ol
ancient Garlways such as the Via
Ganonorum.

Where an industry such as the brickworks
exists in the landscape it should not be
regarded as setting a precedent lor
permitting other developmenl such
as housing.

Selborne School from Gracious Street The Romany Workshop & Museum

THE HERON.



The Gharacter of the Landscape Setting

Designations recognising the
special character of the area:

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AoNB) - 1962

Conservation Area designated 1 970,
extended 1976 and 1993

Sites ol Special Scieniific lnterest
(SSSls)

Coombe Wood
and The Lythe 195'l
Selborne Common 1954

Sites of lmportance for Nature
Conservation (SINCS)

Short Lythe
Spanows Hanger
High Wood Meadow

National Trust

Hangers Way

Countryside Stewardship Agreement Land:
The Wakes Park
National Trust

(Church Meadow, Long Lythe
South side of Selborne
Common)

Candidate "Special Areas of Conservation":
Coombe Wood, The Lythe
& Selborne Common

Proposed South Down National Park
Designation April 2000

St l\/lary's Parish Church from Dortons
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The visual character of
the surrounding countryside

It is almost impossible to over emphasise
the importance of Selborne's landscape
setting and its historical significance.
ln his 'Townscape with Figures' (1994)
Richard Hoggart has written:

"The jewels in that lovely irregular crown
round Farnham are Gilbert White's
Selborne and Jane Austen's Chawton both
of them by same extraordinary good
foftune much as they were a couple of
hundred years ago;".

Gilbert White puts forward the suggestion
that Selborne's countryside is
mountainous. Perhaps only giving a little
allowance for the hyperbole, it can be seen
what he meant, for the landscape is
certainly dramatic, scenic, picturesque and
forever throwing up surprises in an
extensive woodland setting ol steep
escarpmenis, gushing springs, rushing
torrents, tucked-away pastures, hidden
valleys and sunken lanes.
ln the responses to the questionnaire, there
was a strongly expressed view that it was
vital that this heritage is nurtured and
sustained for future generaiions.

Sunken Lanes

The narrow rural lanes are usually delined
by maintained hedgerows, frequently
sunken and lined by substantial vegetation
and make for limited difficult access.
Sunken lanes are a particular feature of this
part of East Hampshire. They are valuable
as wildlife habitats and are historically
noteworthy. The lanes and their associated
hedgerows are ol ancient origin, many
dating back to pre-Roman times. Ancient
tracks between settlements were worn
down into the soft chalk or greensand over
the centuries by the feet of people, horses
and cattle - and later by carts and
carriages. Wind and rain have also played
a part in erosion and in places sunken
lanes are now up to 20 feet below the level
of sunounding land. Many of the sunken
lanes have been surfaced and now serve as
minor roads, Others are green lanes,
bridleways or footpaths. The depth, varied
aspects and varying degrees of shade in
the sunken lanes provide unique micro-
climates. The mix of soil, bare rock, root
stumps and water seepage from the fields
above provide exceptional habitats for
flowering plants, ferns, mosses and
Iichens. The lanes are rich in insects,
molluscs, small mammals and birds.
However, a lack ol appropriate
management, modern agricultural
practices and leisure vehicles causing
severe erosion on unsurfaced lanes are
threatening their future. The conservation
and enhancement of sunken lanes is a
stated objective of East Hampshire District
Council which offers advice to users,
managers and owners.

Nine Acres Lane Honey Lane



The relationship
between the surrounding
countryside and the village edges

The Hanger provides a magniticent
backdrop and, if one has the stamina to
climb the ZigZaglrom its top 300 feet
above The Street, there are fine views over
the village and into the wooded landscape
beyond. Pasture immediately sunounds
the village and views across the fields to
the edge of the settlement from the many
footpaths that crisscross the area, are an
important feature and are greatly valued
not only by villagers (as shown in the
questionnaire) but also by walkers and
visitors from all over ihe world.

The relationship
between the village and
special landscape features

There are many features in the landscape,
all relating to the village in ditferent ways,
contributing t0 iis character and sustaining
its reputation for the field study of llora
and fauna. The Hanger as dominating
backdrop, the secret valleys of The Lythes
and Rifle Range, The Wakes and its
restored gardens, The Park providing a
picturesque setting for grazing sheep,
Kimbers an unusually steep-sloped pasture
with the lo0k of an Alpine meadow, the
Plantation, the woods of Milking Hanger
and Great Dortons, the view of Church
Meadow from ihe churchyard, the Nature
Reserves of Selborne Common and Noar
Hill, the gushing spring of Wellhead - to
name only the most popular in the
questionnaire returns.

King's Field once provided the setting for
White's experiment with echoes. The mole
cricket, already rare in Gilbert White's time
has now apparently disappeared from the
Shorl Lythe, but boys who still fish for
bullhead, trout and stickleback are now
less successful than they would have been
in his time. Rooks make their treetop
cacophony as they continually fight and
pull each othefs nests to pieces in the tops
of the beeches just as they have done
every spring since White reported on the
14th March 1765. The swallows return
every year to skim The Park snapping up
insects on the wing as their predecessors
have been doing since White noticed them
and described them in his letters to Daines
Barrington and just as they must have been
doing outside his bedroom window at the
time of his death in June 1793.

Design Guidelines:

The predominantly deciduous nature of
the woodland should be mainlained.

Selbome's landscape is an inheritance
which needs to be cherished and
nurlured. Whilst large areas come under
the conservation policy ol the National
Trust thete are many acres ol countryside
in the parish under private ownership.
Any development musl be very sensitive
to the defining village landscape .

Sunken lanes must be protected lrom the
consequences of development and
modern traflic.

Latge agricultural buildings should be
catelully designed in order to minimise
lheir bulk and sited to reduce the impact
upon the countryside.

The view of Church Meadow

I
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fheZigZag

The secret valley of the Long Lythe

0utlying larms

Preparation for bonfire night

Gibert White's barrel vantaoe point restored
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Settlement pattern character
0verall pattern of the village,
distinct zones and layouts

"At the foot 0f this hill, one stage or step from the
uplands, lies the village, which consists of one
single straggling street, three quafters of a mile in
length, in a sheltered vale, and running parallel
with the hanger."
Gilbert White - The Natural History and Antiquities
of Selborne

Selborne is still a small-scale rural village which
has grown piecemeal over the centuries from its
centre around the Plestor, along the Selborne
road as it twists through a gap in high ground at
the foot of the famous hanger. Topography has
determined that the settlement is linear in
character. Many buildings are small cottages
fronting onto the street or the nanow lanes that
branch from it.

Selborne from the south 1Oth October 1950



The settlement pattern may be considered
as 3 distinct zones or layouts:

The Street

Gilbert White's three quarter of a mile
straggling street and off it ...

"ln the centre of the village, and near the
church, is a square piece of ground
surrounded by h0uses, and vulgarly called
The Plestor".

Rural Lanes

Huckers Lane, Honey Lane, Galley Hill and
Kite Hill are turnings off The Street.
Gracious Street originally formed part of
The Street but when the new road to Alton
was built in the 1gth Century, it became a
quiet lane with its own character and
charm.

Goslings Croft

Originally a council estaie for agricultural
workers situated on the northern edge of
the village in a beautiful setting overlooking
National Trust woodland and set apart by
the Alpine-like pasture 0f Kimbers
glimpsed from the road upon approaching
the village from Alton.

Goslings Croft was added to the earlier
New Road Cottages in 1948 and since then
small housing estates have also been built
at Hastards Lane, Maltbys, Ketchers Field
and in the vicinity of Grange Farm, so far
without drastically altering the rural
character 0f the straggling street. The
questionnaire identifies strong supp0rt for
the traditional linear form of settlement
being maintained by limiting backland
development and respecting the existing
street pattern.

Any further development 0f estate-like
housing should be resisted as villagers feel
that it would suburbanise the village and
destroy its character.

The character of streets and routes
through the village and connections
with the wider countryside

The village street and lanes provide great
visual inierest - narrow, bending, rarely
running straight or flat for any length, they
give ever-changing views. Mature
hedgerows and trees with few narrow or
non existent pavements give a rural feel
throughout the village. The lanes
branching off The Street rapidly disappear
into the surrounding countryside to serve
scattered cottages and outlying farms.

I

Selborne Pottery

Goslings Croft

Gracious Street
The Street

Huckers Lane



The village edge from Culverscroft

Kimbers - a sense of rural tranquillty

Barn Field - views through the village t0 the wider landscape beyond

School Field - an importanl feature
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Looking south across fields to Goslings Croft

12 Barn Field
13 Culverscroft
14 Goslings Croft
15 School Field
16 Kimbers

Note:
The map is similar to one appearing in
The Natural History of Selborne of 1902
edited by Grant Allen and illustrated by
Edmund H New. Today there is more
housing but the settlement pattern
remains the same.

0pen spaces within the village

Spaces between houses are important as
they reflect the way the village has evolved
and developed over the centuries. The
Plestor, Barn Field and the School Field are
open spaces within the settlement, different
in character and are important features
which afford views through the village to
the wider landscape beyond.
Open spaces extend into the village in the
form of pasture at Culverscroft (sometimes
called Burlands Field), Kimbers as well as
The Ewell and other fields behind Gracious
Street. They are very desirable leatures
which need to be protected, as they
contribute much to the sense of rural
tranquillity even when viewed from a
busy road.

Design Guidelines:

Maintain the existing open spaces within
the village identilied in the paragraph
above.

Maintain the linear fonn of the settement
by Iimiting backland development and
emphasise the existing street pattern.

Sites for new development must rellect the
traditional form ol the settlement and
recognise how they relate to the landscape
setling. The impact o, topography upon
the form ot the settlement should be
acknowledged,

Any new development should be small
scale, inlormal and dispersed in small
groups. lnappropriateinfilling
development could erode the character of
the settlement.

Ensure that no new development occurs
on ule skyline or ridges. New buildings
should respond to contours and tfie
natural lorm ol the land.

I

I

I
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I
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Buildings within the Village

The Wakes

The character ol distinct areas
of building types in the village

There is a diversity of building form and
style throughout the village and it is the
charm of the unexpected that contributes
to the character of Gilbert White's
straggling street and the lanes that lead
from it. Buildings using local materials
predominate, giving the streetscape a
distinctive visual character against the
backdrop of the ever present Hanger.
It is noticeable that the character of the
developments at Goslings Croft, Hastards
Lane, Maltbys, Ketchers Field and some in
the vicinity of Grange Farm have depafted
from the characteristic styles and materials
of the rest of the village. The scale, form,
style and concentration of building in
these areas t0gether with the use of
non-traditional materials break most of the
rules for sympathetic development in a
rural setting. ln contrast, the original
agricultural dwellings New Road Cottages
and at Goslings Croft were well designed
and built of local materials and it was only
later that the concept was changed by
unsympathetic additions and alterations.
New development and alterations should
acknowledge diversiiy of form in the
vicinity whilst utilising sympathetic
materials.

The height, scale
and density of buildings

Buildings are mostly two storeys and with
the exception oi the church domestic in
scale. The greatest concentration of
building is to be found around The Plestor
where properties adjoin each other and
define, together wiih garden and
churchyard walls. a gently sloping green
beneath two ancient trees at the heart of
the village. Elsewhere there is a mix of
detached, semi-detached and terraced
properties spaced close together or further
apart in a verdant setting.

12

The mixture ol sizes,
styles and types of building

Generally older buildings (some Grade ll)
conform to the vernacular kadition with
each succeeding period adding its own
variation so that there are examples
throughout the village from the Medieval,
Georgian, Victorian and 20th century
periods. Buildings are mostly houses with
some retaining the character of the farm
buildings from which they are converted.
Commercial premises are mixed in with the
cottages, are small-scale and little more
than houses displaying the features that
advertise their trade - such is the case for
the two pubs, the Wakes Museum and its
tearoom, the village shop and the galleries.
Some bui by no means all late 20th
Century houses are set back from the road
in a suburban manner complete with
standard details. The questionnaire
revealed a considerable body of opinion
which felt that if similar development
should occur in future, the village would
become suburbanised and would lose its
distinctive rural character.

Hedges, walls and fences

Boundary walls in local brick and flint,
brick and malmstone or just brick are
common throughoui the parish - often with
half-round brick cappings. They contribute
signif icantly to local character. All
development should retain, repair or
improve existing boundary walls and mark
new boundaries by using features (stone,
brick or hedge) to match those that may
exist on neighbouring properties and avoid
using fencing in visible locations.
Ancient barns, a legacy from an agricultural
past, can become the inspiration tor the
design for modern garages and
outbuildings - their tiled or thatched roofs
sitting comfortably over a weather-boarded
timber frame.

The Butcher's Shop

Rethatching houses on The Streel

A recent house in Gracious Street



Distinctive village features,
materials or building details

Materials

Buildings thr0ughout the village and
locality display a rich warmth of natural
materials against a backdrop of mature
vegetation. There are examples of early
timber framing with brick infill or masonry
facings. Traditionally walls have been built
of coursed or random white malmstone, or
local fairfaced soft red brick, or brickwork
rendered and painted. Much stonework
throughout the village is comprised of
large squared blocks (ashlar), apparently
salvaged from the site of Selborne Priory.
Where buildings have been coloured they
are usually of muted limewash. Roofs are
thatched, often tiled, sometimes slated or
even clad with cedar shingles. Brick
dressings, flintwork, ironstone inserts, clay
tile-hanging and iimber weatherboarding
contrast pleasantly with the stonework and
the local materials blend compatibly with
the surrounding landscape.
There are examples of galleting, Plestor
House is one, where small ironstone
pitchings are inserted into mortar ioints, t0
which Gilbert White alludes "... occasioned
strangers to ask pleasantly whether we
fastened our walls together with tenpenny
nails". lronstone, normallyconsidered
only suitable for paving, is also used with
galleted joints to face an entire gable wall
of the church.

Ghimneys

Brick chimneys are an impoftant feature,
often tall to get good updraft, sometimes
highly decorative as at The Wakes. They
give vertical accents to the roof and add
interest to the skyline.
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Doors, windows & other details

Doors and windows form key elements in
the streetscape. Whether new or as
replacements they should be considered
very carefully. Modern standard stained
timber or UPVC components are
inappropriate and look out of place. lt is
imp0rtant that the scale of windows and
door openings should be retained and the
relationship of solid to void in the wall is
not destroyed. Slender glazing bars give
lightness and elegance to a window.
Oversailing eaves are a particular feature,
and on traditional buildings where there
are gutters they form a nice fine strong
edge to the roof, quite unlike modern
counterparts with their clumsy boxlike
fascias and soffits or with no overhang
and plastic guttering.

Shopfronts have traditional timber framed
windows with signwritten fascias in scale
with the street scene.

Many individual properties have their own
unique features such as decorated
chimney stacks, ornate window frames
and bargeboards, scalloped roof or
hanging tiles, crafted thatch details,
galleted joints in stonework, date plaques
and owners'insignias.

Architects should continue the tradition of
incorporating interesting and sympathetic
details in new developments.

Design Guidelines:

The public convenience at the Zig-Zag
carpark should be improved to be
consistent with materials and designs
featured in the village.

Whilst it is not necessary to copy the past,
nor to stifle ingenuity or creativity, luture
development should reflect local character
by relating to the form and scale ol
existing buildings and by using sympathetic
materials in the functional tradition and
not merely as pastiche decoration.

New building should relate to the existing
street pattern, adjacent or linked by wall to
the neighbours and not take the form of
anonymous estates.

Attention to detailing is very important:
avoid standard stained timber and UPVC
components.

New buildings should lace onto the road,
should be a maximum of two storeys and
ol a similar density to those buildings
already existing in the immediate vicinity.

Shop owners should be encouraged to
retain existing shoplronts and maintain the
signwriting tradition.

0riginal leatures such as oversailing
eaves, windows, doors, railings, etc which
contribute to the character of the building
/ area should be retained. Repairs or
replacements should match the originals
in size, design, colour and materials.

Retain trees and hedges to maintain the
enclosed character of the landscape and
to integrate buildings.

Boundary walls should only be in local
stone, flint or brick to match the local
tradition.

I
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Highways and traffic

Characteristics of
local roads and lanes

The Street and 83006

From the consultation procedure it is
apparent that traffic is the single issue that
most concerns villagers.

Villagers and visitors are united in their
concern that the otherwise tranquil village
scene is being shatiered by a large and
ever increasing volume of traffic along the
83006 through the heart of Selborne, as a
direct result 0f transport policy and
decisions outside the control of the village.
Accidents occur at an increasing rate
resuliing in cases of injury and at a nearby
junction, death.

Existing traffic calming measures in the
lorm of pinch points, whilst creating
beneficial gaps in the flow of traffic, also
have the effect of frustrating drivers who
then speed to make up for lost time as they
pass through the centre of the village -
polluting the community with fumes and
noise and harming the character of The
Street. Additionally, the traffic calming
insiallations themselves attracted
overwhelming condemnation for their design.

Whilst not an issue for design guidance, it
is clear that residents urgently seek the
highway authority to consider action to
change their policy and divert through-
traffic away from the 83006 to A-class
roads more suited for the purpose and to
implement effective traff ic calming
measures ol a sensitive design within
the village.

They also wish that no measures should
be taken within the village to increase the
flow oI traffic or make it faster.

Footpaths, bridleways and parking

There is an extensive network of footpaths
and bridleways within the village and
surroundings, providing easy access to the
countryside and linking up with long
distance walks such as the Hangers Way.
These routes are much appreciated and
frequently used by residents when moving
about the village and by ramblers visiting
the area.

Mention has been made already of the
need to protect ancient trackways and
similar concern has been expressed that
footpaths and bridleways should be kept
open and in repair according to their
designation.

Concern has been expressed about parking
on The Plestor and there is some support
lor the view that this should not
be allowed. Elsewhere, whilst congestion
due to parking on the road can be a
problem it does slow down moving traffic -
to the benefit of pedestrians. Generally
however, the view is that the existing
central carparks behind the Queens and
Selborne Arms are adequate - and for big
events such as the village fete or Unusual
Plants Sale there is usually the possibility
of a suitable field being made available.

Street furniture,
utilities and light pollution

ln recent years the quantity of signs
throughout the village has increased and
ihe resrdents feel that the quality has
decreased. Many perceive a cluttered
untidy appearance especially at the
approaches to the village street.
When additioonal traffic calming measures
are implemented it will be a good time to
introduce fewer, strategically located and
more sensitively designed street signs in
consultation with the local community.
Many feel there is a growing problem with
light pollution- with the introduction in
various parts of the village of external
halogen flood lamps and in some instances
orange sodium lamps normally only seen
on urban streets. lt is important that this
trend is reversed so that the village
remains paft of the countryside at night,
with an acceptance of the natural variable
darkness.

Many perceive a cluttered untidy appearance
especially at the approaches to the village.

-l -rlr'-fu
Crossing t0 g0 to school can be hazardous

The otherwise tranquil village scene is being
shattered by traffic

Design Guidelines

Existing traffic-calming installations
should be redesigned to be more effective
and in keeping with the design and
materials used in the village.

Ensure that engineering works do not
straighten or change the character of the
network of lanes.

The local community should be consulted
over proposals for buildings housing
services such as pumping stations and
electrical sub stations.

Communication masts and associated
equipment sh0uld not be sited where they
would be dominant or intrusive in the
village or in the surrounding countryside,

To minimise pollution lrom glow or
spillage, external lighting should be limited
to the minimum required and be
of the white light type as opposed to the
orange sodium lamp variety used lor urban
street lights.

*
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Gonclusion

There will be change within the parish over
the coming years. The District Council has
the responsibility to try t0 shape that
change to protect and improve the
exceptional landscape and retain the
special character of the area lor future
generations.

It is hoped that this guide will help the
Council and developers understand whal is
special to local people and that it will
provide a source of ideas {or residents and
designers to work with local building styles
which have helped make the village what it
is today.

Taken together with the accompanying text,
the guidelines at the end of each section oI
this Design Statement provide details of
the qualities which local people hold dear.
It is hoped that this guidance will ensure
that all development is designed and
located in such a way as t0 reflect the local
characteristics and to respect local values.

Good design, which gives scope for flair,
initiative and creativity does not always
mean greater cost. Employing an architect
and using better materials may cost more
t0 start wlth but, in the longer term, a well
designed and constructed new building (or
extension) is likely to cost less to maintain
and is more likely to increase the value of
the property.

It is hoped that everyone will find this
guide to be useful and that it will play a
major part in retaining the special character
of the parish well into the 21st century.
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Thanks are due to the residents of Selborne
who took part in meetings, attended
exhibitions, completed questionaire
surveys and contributed their experlise in
a Variety of ways"

The Village Design exercise and the
production of this.document have been
supported by;

East Hampshite A0NB

Aurards loi All England

East Hampshire District Gounoil

Selborne Parish Gouncil

Sheen Stickland

Hampton Estates ltd

The Selbome Association
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